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Print Message

Mr. McMillan,

Below, please find a post which I have posted at my blog in which I have tried to draw some comparisons
between the assets, revenue and expenditures of Tides Canada compared to the Vancouver Foundation and the
Fraser Institute.

If I have presented anything here that is factually incorrect, or if I have missed any important points, please let
me know.

Sincerely,
Vivian Krause
604.618.8110

Tides Canada, Fraser Institute & the Vancouver
Foundation: A Comparison

With 250 employees, a yearly payroll of $10 million and an annual budget of $25 million, Tides Canada has

become an influential organization and yet many people have never heard of it.

This post offers a brief overview of the assets, revenue and expenditures of Tides Canada for 2010, in comparison

with two well-known Vancouver-based, charitable foundations:  The Vancouver Foundation and the Fraser

Institute. Both are registered charities as is Tides Canada.

Like Tides Canada, the Fraser Institute has two operating units:  The Fraser Institute and the Free Market

Research Foundation. The table below provides figures for the individual operating units and for the organization

as a whole.

In terms of activities, these foundations are different.  The Fraser Institute is primarily a research foundation and

source of information and analysis, particularly about free market economics. The Vancouver Foundation is a

grant-making foundation.  Tides Canada is comprised of two parts, a public foundation and an internal, operating

charity known as Tides Canada Initiatives Society (formerly the Sage Centre).

In terms of assets, the Vancouver Foundation is in a league of its own with nearly $750 million. The total assets

of the Fraser Institute are less than one third of those of Tides Canada. In less than ten years, Tides Canada has

increased its total assets from about $2 million to nearly $40 million. Where that money has come from is a bit of a

mystery.

In terms of revenue and expenditures, Tides Canada is almost twice as big as the Fraser Institute.  In 2010, the

Fraser Institute reported total expenditures of $11 million while Tides Canada reported nearly $25 million. 

When it comes to staff and payroll, Tides Canada is way ahead of both the Fraser Institute and the Vancovuer
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Foundation. In fact, Tides Canada has a staff that's twice the size of the Fraser Institute and the Vancouver

Foundation combined.  Tides Canada reported a total of 251 employees in 2010 while the Fraser Insitute reported

71 and the Vancouver Foundation reported 57.

Tides Canada's payroll for staff and consultants was a total of $10.5 million in 2010 whereas the Fraser Institute

spent $5.7 million for human resources and the Vancouver Foundation spent slightly under $4 million.  Indeed,

when one looks at the staff size and the total payroll at Tides Canada, its clear that something about its activities

appears to be far more labor intensive than what's going on at other foundations.

In terms of income from foreign sources, Tides Canada reported $8 million for 2010 while the Fraser Institute

reported $1.9 million.

Both the Fraser Institute and the Vancouver Foundation reported about $1 million in fundraising expenses while

Tides Canada reported none. And yet, Tides Canada managed to have a total revenue of $28 million, $4 million

more than was spent that year. This raises an interesting question:  How does Tides Canada manage to pull in $28

million in revenue without spending a penny on fundraising? Who is funding Tides Canada so that it doesn't need

to spend any money at all on fundraising?
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